Abstract-The size of modern data centers is constantly increasing. As it is not economic to interconnect all machines in the data center using a full-bisection-bandwidth network, techniques have to be developed to increase the efficiency of data-center networks. The Software-Defined Network paradigm opened the door for centralized traffic engineering (TE) in such environments. Up to now, there were already a number of TE proposals for SDNcontrolled data centers that all work very well. However, these techniques either use a high amount of flow table entries or a high flow installation rate that overwhelms available switching hardware, or they require custom or very expensive end-of-line equipment to be usable in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
To increase the throughput of data-center networks a lot of traffic engineering (TE) techniques have been proposed. Some of them are distributed in nature, such as Equal-Cost MultiPath (ECMP), and some of them are using the novel SoftwareDefined Network (SDN) paradigm, to make fine grained routing decisions on a flow-based level by using global information. Recent studies of data-center traffic [ 1] , [2] revealed that the traffic in data centers is very diverse. 80 % of all flows are shorter than 10 KB, whereas more than half of all transported bytes reside in only a few flows. These flows are called elephants (as opposed to mice).
In ECMP, each flow (both elephants and mice) is randomly assigned to one of multiple shortest paths between the source and destination; ECMP is the de facto standard in traditional data centers and aims at evenly distributing load to all links. If, however, multiple elephants are assigned to a shared link, these elephants are competing for data rate although there might be paths with free data rate left. This is where most novel TE techniques [3] , [4] , [5] come into play. They detect colliding elephants and reroute them based on global information about the network.
According to [1] , [2] , the average flow size in contemporary data centers is approx. 146 KB. Thus, to saturate a full duplex 10 Gbps link, it requires approx. 20,000 new flows every second. All available SDN TE techniques either require one flow entry per flow (i.e., they do not use wildcard flows) or switches with custom logic which can not be bought off-the-shelf. Without using custom logic, a 48-port switch requires 480K flow table entries on average when these TE techniques are used. Although there exist SDN-capable switches with such large flow tables, these switches cannot keep up with the high flow arrival rate. NoviFlow's NoviSwitch, for example, supports up to 1 million flow entries but it is only able to process 2500 flow installations per second, which is two orders of magnitude less than what is required to saturate all 48 ports.
Our contributions are as follows: We propose HybridTE, a novel TE technique for SDN-controlled data-center networks that uses information about elephant flows. In turn it only requires very few flow entries in the switches and has a very low flow installation rate. HybridTE allows us to build highperformance data-center networks using low-cost off-the-shelf SDN switches that need only limited space and processing capabilities without loosing network performance. We show the performance of HybridTE using a MaxiNet-based network emulation with realistic data-center traffic and compare our results to traditional ECMP and to Hedera [4] . The key idea of HybridTE is to handle mice differently than elephants. To this end, we require explicit knowledge about elephants which can be created, for example, by packet-sampling techniques. Different elephant-detection techniques create different qualities of information. In a hypothetical ideal case, elephant detection reports all existing elephants without any delays. In reality, however, elephants will be detected some time after they start and with some amount of false positives and false negatives.
We show how the different levels of false positives, false negatives and delay impact the quality of our traffic engineering scheme. This makes this paper the first to show the relation between the amount of explicit information and the performance gained by this information in a realistic data-center environment. Data shows that even with 50 % false negatives and a reporting delay of 1 s, the performance of HybridTE is comparable with Hedera and ECMP. Also, the amount of false positives does not have any significant impact on our proposed scheme.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II gives an overview of related work. Section III motivates the problem addressed by this paper and introduces its solution: HybridTE, a novel routing algorithm for software-defined datacenter networks. This algorithm is evaluated using the network emulator MaxiNet [6] under realistic traffic in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
To speed up applications running in the data center, various techniques have been proposed recently. The research area most related to HybridTE is traffic engineering (TE). TE focuses on the routing of individual flows. In the traditional sense, it works on time scales of hours to days. Using SDN, however, traffic engineering can be used on a second or even sub-second scale.
Hedera [4] was one of the first TE schemes proposed for the SDN protocol OpenFlow. Hedera uses a centralized scheduler to dynamically compute new routes for elephant flows. To identify elephant flows, the scheduler periodically polls data about all installed flows from all switches. Unfortunately, the centralized control of Hedera does not keep up with the high flow arrival rate of real data centers.
Just like Hedera, DevoFlow [5] uses a centralized scheduler to do TE. To remove load from this controller, DevoFlow uses custom switching hardware and a modified version of the OpenFlow protocol. The evaluation with realistic data-center traffic, however, could not show any significant performance gain over ECMP.
MicroTE [3] uses short-term predictions of the traffic matrix to perform TE in data centers. Evaluation results show that MicroTE performs well under realistic traffic assumptions. To predict traffic, MicroTE relies on modified end hosts to collect server-to-server traffic matrices for sub-second time scales. As this does not scale with increasing number of servers, MicroTE is able to fall back to rack-to-rack traffic matrices. However, evaluation shows that in rack-to-rack mode MictoTE does not outperform ECMP.
CONGA [7] is a fully distributed congestion-aware load balancer for data centers which requires hardware support. It has been implemented in custom ASICs and will be available soon in Cicso's top-of-the-line data-center switches.
As already stated in the introduction, we want to leverage low-cost off-the-shelf SDN switches for building data centers. Therefor, HybridTE is designed with the focus on low resource usage and compatibility with the OpenFlow standard. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing techniques complies with these requirements.
III. HYBRIDTE

A. Problem
Efficiently handling data-center traffic using SDN is complicated due to the limited scalability of the centralized SDN approach. The traffic patterns in data centers are changing very frequently [3] and traffic mostly consists of very small flows (90 % ¡ 1 MByte), whereas most bytes are transported by a minority of elephant flows. The aggregated flow arrival rate is too high to be handled in a centralized manner and most of the decisions (i.e., for mice) have only very little influence at all on the overall load situation.
Thus, when using SDN in the data center, it does not pay off to make individual routing decisions for each single flow. Even if we did, it would lead to performance penalties. 10 KB sent over a 10 Gpbs line takes 1 μs, which means that even if decision making only takes an additional 1 μs, the flow finishing time is doubled.
For a TE scheme to be usable in practice, the requirements on the switching hardware should be as low as possible which is why HybridTE uses only few wildcarded and exact-match flow-table entries while having a very low flow installation rate.
B. Idea
To a) remove load from the central controller and b) reduce delay in handling mice flows, HybridTE handles mice flows locally at the switches by providing proactively installed static routes. When handling elephant flows using local decisions as well, this leads to avoidable congestion whenever two or more elephants are assigned to the same link while alternative routes with free capacity exist that could have been chosen using global knowledge. To this end, HybridTE requires knowledge about elephant flows. Once HybridTE is informed about an arriving elephant, this flow is routed individually using global knowledge.
In this work, we study this question: Assuming we know which flows are becoming elephants during their lifetime, is it sufficient to have a very simple proactive routing scheme when performing traffic engineering on the elephants only? As in reality there is no explicit knowledge about all elephants available, we determine what number of elephants leads to which performance level, and how many elephants we have to be aware of to be at least as good as existing TE techniques.
C. Static Routing
The static routing component in HybridTE provides basic connectivity and aims to spread traffic evenly over all links in the network and flow table entries evenly over all switches. To provide low latency while using as few resources as possible, the scheme forwards traffic along shortest paths only. Therefore, the scheme constructs one forwarding tree per destination rack. Figure 1 shows a typical data-center architecture consisting of a core layer (top), a pod layer (middle) and a layer of top-of-rack (ToR) switches. Each ToR switch connects one rack of servers (typically 20 to 40 servers per rack). ToRs are grouped within pods. Each pod has two pod switches which are interconnected through the core switches. We assume that within each rack, servers use a unique IP subnet. This assumption allows us to implement one forwarding tree using one OpenFlow wildcard flow-table entry per switch only. In Section III-D we show that when using label routing techniques this assumption need not hold for HybridTE to work.
HybridTE uses Algorithm 1 to install static routes. In the algorithm, R is the set of all racks and S i,j , i, j ∈ R, is the set of all shortest paths between racks i and j. To create a forwarding-tree for rack i ∈ R, for each rack j ∈ R, i = j, one path p ∈ S i,j is chosen uniformly at random. Then, on each switch s on the path p that has not yet a rule to handle traffic destined to i, one wildcard rule is installed to forward all traffic destined to i to the next switch on the path p. Note that this algorithm creates one forwarding tree per destination. Figure 1 gives an example for such a tree. With these default routes in place, HybridTE creates basic connectivity and already spreads traffic over the whole topology. When using the OpenFlow protocol, this only requires |R|+M wildcard flow entries at each ToR switch and |R| entries at each core and pod switch where M is the number of machines per rack.
Algorithm 1 Install Static Routes
for (i, j) ∈ R × R do choose Path p ∈ S i,
D. Support for Unstructured IP Addresses
Using novel label switching techniques [8] , [9] , the assumption about structured IP addresses made in the previous section can be dropped while keeping the same number of OpenFlow flow table entries at each switch. This allows for endhost mobility without having to change IP addresses after moving a machine from one rack to another, which is a very important feature for upcoming cloud data centers.
The core idea in [8] is using spoofed ARP replies to create structure in the MAC addresses. Whenever a host sends an ARP request for a host residing in rack i, the SDN controller intercepts the request and answers with a faked MAC address which uses the first bytes of the MAC address to encode the rack ID i and the last bytes to encode the endhost. In addition, on the ToR of rack i, a flow entry is installed to rewrite the faked MAC address back to the host's original MAC before delivering any packet. Whenever a host moves from one rack to another, gracious ARP is used to promote the new MAC address of the host. To deliver any packets from flows to a recently moved host (which are addressed to the now outdated MAC), we install a rule to rewrite the MAC accordingly at the ToR of rack i.
As the rack ID is encoded in the first bytes of the MAC addresses, the static routing component of HybridTE can use these bytes for wildcard routing instead of the IP subnet as before. Note that this does not change the number of required OpenFlow flow table entries at the switches.
E. Reactive Elephant Routing
Using the static routing scheme only, congestion is very likely to appear. Assume we have two elephant flows between the same pair of ToR switches but between distinct hosts. As we are using a forwarding tree to route traffic, both elephants are sharing the available data rate on the path while there could be another path with free residual data rate.
To shift traffic from heavily used links to unused links, we reroute elephants off the static routes onto individually computed routes. To this end, we need to know which flow becomes an elephant in the first place. As HybridTE uses wildcard flow entries to route traffic, we do not know which flows are hiding behind these rules and thus depend on external elephant detection techniques [10] . In the scope of this paper, we do not care where this information comes from; there are a lot of different possibilities to detect elephants. More details are given in Section III-G.
Whenever a new elephant between ToRs i and j is reported to HybridTE, this elephant is routed individually through the network. The new route can be computed by different rerouting algorithms that can make use of all information present at the SDN controller. For simplicity, HybridTE reroutes the elephant to the shortest path p between i and j which is least loaded. Rerouting is done by installing exact matching flow entries on each switch on the new path p.
F. Periodic Elephant Rerouting
As old flows complete and new flows arrive, the load situation of the network is constantly changing. To account for this, HybridTE periodically reroutes all known active elephants. Most traffic is transported using TCP. As rerouting a TCP flow introduces packet reordering and changes the round trip time perceived by the flow, rerouting has a negative influence on the flow's data rate, which is why flows should not be rerouted too often. We decided to reroute every 5 s which is in line with what is discussed in [4] .
To receive a list of all reported but still active elephant flows, all core and pod switches are queried for their installed exact matching flow table entries. Using this information, we can compute the average data rate of each elephant and the path over which each elephant is routed. As we are only installing elephant flows as exact matching flows and only a few elephants exist concurrently, this will not become a performance bottleneck. Next, all switches are queried for their number of bytes transferred over each physical switch port. By record keeping, HybridTE computes the average data rates of all links over the last 5 seconds. By subtracting the average data rates of all elephants from the link data rates we can express the data rate on the links consumed by mice only; this can be seen as the background traffic for rerouting elephants.
Finding an optimal routing for the active elephants is an N P-hard problem. Just like Hedera, we use the Global First Fit [4] heuristic to solve it. Global First Fit starts by computing the natural demand of all elephant flows. The natural demand is the data rate the flow would achieve when the only bottleneck in the network was the host's network interfaces and all the rest of the network is non-blocking. Based on the link data rates we computed before, Global First Fit reroutes elephants by subsequently finding non-blocking paths for each elephant. For details on Global First Fit, see [4] .
G. Is Elephant Detection Realistic?
HybridTE leverages information about elephant flows in the network. Our evaluation shows (unsurprisingly) that with more accurate information, the performance of HybridTE increases (Section IV-B1). But to which extent is information about elephant flows available in typical data centers?
There are two different types of elephant detectors: the invasive type and the noninvasive type. The invasive type requires changes to the software running in the data center. With the application information it can be told which data transfer is an actual elephant. Imagine a file download from an HTTP server. As the server knows the file size in advance, this information can directly be passed to HybridTE.
The noninvasive type of elephant detectors does not require any changes to software and is much easier to deploy. For example, HadoopWatch [11] monitors the log files of Hadoop for upcoming file transfers. This way, the traffic demand of the Hadoop nodes can be forecast with nearly 100% accuracy and ahead of time. Packet sampling is another noninvasive technique to identify elephants that is independent of the software running in the data center. Using middleboxes or built-in features of switches, packet samples can periodically be taken and analyzed. Choi et al. [12] showed that using a reasonable number of samples, elephants can be identified quickly with very low error. Different elephant detection techniques have different characteristics. HadoopWatch, for example, is able to predict elephants ahead of time, while packet sampling usually takes more time to identify a flow as an elephant. In addition, different techniques yield different numbers of false positives, i.e., mice that are labeled as elephants by mistake. On the other hand, some elephants will not be detected at all. We give more insight into the effects caused by various values of false positives, false negatives and delays in Section IV-B.
IV. EVALUATION
A. Emulation Environment
In contrast to most other work in the context of traffic engineering in data-center networks, we are using highly realistic traffic patterns for evaluation. Traffic is generated by DCT 2 Gen [13] , a novel generator that uses the findings of two recent studies [1] , [2] about traffic patterns in data centers.
We use MaxiNet [6] to emulate a mid-sized data center. MaxiNet is a distributed Mininet version that uses multiple physical machines to emulate a network. To support emulation of a 10 Gpbs data-center network we rely on the concept of time dilation [14] , which basically means slowing down the time by a certain factor (called time dilation factor). For our experiments, we used a time dilation factor of 150, meaning each 10 Gbps link was emulated by a 66.6 Mbps link; in turn, the overall running time of each experiment increased by a factor of 150.
For evaluation, we implemented HybridTE, ECMP and Hedera on top of the OpenFlow controller Beacon [15] using OpenFlow 1.0. Both the connection between the switches and the controller and the controller itself were not subject to time dilation, leading to nearly instant decision making. This removes any effects possibly resulting from a bad controller placement or hardware too slow to host the controller.
B. Experiments
To find out how HybridTE performs, we emulate 60 seconds of data-center traffic on a Clos-like, full duplex 10 Gbps network consisting of 1440 hosts organized in 72 racks. During that time, approximately six million Layer 2 flows are emulated. Each pod consists of eight racks and each pod has two pod switches. The core of the network consists of two switches. Due to the used time dilation factor of 150, one experiment takes two and a half hours walltime plus time for setting up the emulation and compressing and storing the results.
The metric used to compare the different routing algorithms is the average flow completion time, i.e., the average time between the first packet of a flow is sent until the last packet of that flow is received. As argued in [16] , [17] , the flow completion time is the most important metric for data centers running multi-staged applications where one stage can only start when the prior stage is completed.
As already argued in Section III-G, different elephant detection techniques have different properties. To account for this, we evaluate HybridTE under different numbers of false negatives, false positives and reporting delays.
1) False Negatives: Actual elephants not reported:
To see how HybridTE performs under different rates of false negatives, we evaluated it with information about a) 100 %, b) 75 %, and c) 50 % of all elephants. In the following, we reference these cases as HybridTE 100 , HybridTE 75 , and HybridTE 50 , respectively. These correspond to 0 %, 25 %, and 50 % false negatives. False negatives were drawn uniformly at random from all elephants. We compare the results of HybridTE against ECMP and Hedera under four different load levels (×1, ×1.5, ×1.75, and ×2). A load level was created by scaling down the data rates of the emulated links while keeping the same emulated NIC speeds. We used DCT 2 Gen to generate ten independent flow traces describing which host sends how much payload via TCP to which other host at which time. For each load level, we repeated the experiment with each of the flow traces, which resulted in 200 experiments. Including all overheads, the experiments took more than one month to complete.
As data-center traffic follows heavy-tailed distributions, the ten experiments we conducted for each configuration are not enough to tell the statistically correct mean. This is why in the following we show the results for each run of the experiment individually. We defined an elephant to be a flow transmitting more than 10 MByte payload. In our experiments never more than 400 elephants are existing concurrently, which can easily be handled by HybridTE running on a single machine. Due to the small number of elephant flows, the flow installation rates on the switches are very low.
Our results show that Hedera does not outperform ECMP in terms of the average flow completion time. This result is in line with what was stated in the original Hedera paper when considering realistic traffic. Thus, in the following discussion we omit Hedera. In contrast to HybridTE, Hedera is not informed about elephants; it classifies elephants from information gathered from the switches. This classification does not work well with realistic traffic. Otherwise, if Hedera had full information about all elephants, we would suspect it to perform at least as well as HybridTE 100 . However, even then, Hedera would be unusable on real hardware due to its very high flow installation rate.
The average flow completion time in load level 1 can be seen in Figure 2 . For each experiment, the average was computed from the approx. 3 million Layer 4 flows contained in each flow trace. It can clearly be seen that HybridTE achieves lower flow completion times than ECMP and Hedera. The flow completion time resulted from ECMP is on average 7% higher than for HybridTE 100 . HybridTE 100 and HybridTE 75 have nearly the same performance: On average, HybridTE 75 yields 1% higher flow completion times than HybridTE 100 . The difference between HybridTE 100 and HybridTE 50 is 6.2%. But still, for most flow traces the flow completion times resulted from HybridTE 50 are significantly lower than from ECMP.
The flow completion times for load level 1.5 are depicted in Figure 3 . In this load level the emulated network is already congested, which increases flow completion times. In turn, the results created by ECMP are getting worse: on average ECMP yields 20% higher flow completion times than HybridTE 100 . We see that with increasing knowledge about elephants, the results are getting better: the gap between HybridTE 100 and HybridTE 50 increases from 6.2% (load level 1) to 14.3% (load level 1.5). Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results for load levels 1.75 and 2. With further increasing congestion in the network, the performance difference between HybridTE and ECMP gets larger. At load level 1.75, ECMP yields 28.7% longer flow completion times, and at load level 2, the gap even increases to 29.1%. At the same time the gap between HybridTE 50 and ECMP decreases; it seems that in such a heavily loaded network, information about only 50% of the elephants is not enough to provide significantly better results than ECMP.
In summary, our results show that a) with an increasing amount of information, HybridTE yields better results, and b) HybridTE clearly outperforms ECMP and Hedera in terms of flow completion times. Even with 50% false negatives, HybridTE still yields better results than ECMP and Hedera.
2) False Positives: Mice reported as elephants: As stated in Section III-G, elephant detection techniques sometimes falsely report mice as elephants. Whenever a mouse is reported to HybridTE, it will be assigned an individual path through the network. As the mouse only transfers a few bytes it will either already have finished when the individual route is installed on the switches or it will use the new route and complete quickly. As a result, the newly installed route will time out quickly, too. Although handling more elephant reports will increase the workload on the controller running HybridTE, we do not see any reason for serious performance degradation as long as switch tables do not fill up and flow installation rates stay manageable. If, however, the rerouting phase of HybridTE starts between the report of a false positive and its timeout, then this false positive will be part of the input to the rerouting phase and possibly lead to worse rerouting decisions.
To determine the impact of false positives on the quality of HybridTE 100 , we conducted the following experiment: We fixed the load level to 1 and varied the number of false positives from 0 % to 95 % where false positives are drawn uniformly at random from all mice. Figure 6 depicts the outcome of this experiment on flow trace 7. We decided for this particular flow trace because it produced the most distinct results in the previous experiment (Figure 2) . It can clearly be seen that HybridTE is resilient against false positives, which is mainly because only very few of the false positives live long enough to be rerouted in the first place.
3) Delays of Elephant Detection: In the experiments shown in Section IV-B1, HybridTE was informed about elephant flows right when they started. In reality, however, the information that a flow is an elephant will likely be reported to HybridTE during the lifetime of the elephant. This way, in the first phase of its lifetime the elephant it will be handled by static routing and after some time it will be reported and rerouted, if necessary. We are now going to study the influence of this delay on the performance of HybridTE. We fixed the load level to 1 and varied two parameters: a) the percentage of false negatives and b) the delay between starting an elephant and reporting it to HybridTE.
The results depicted in Figure 7 show the average flow completion time of one run for each parameter tuple on flow trace 7. As we did not do any repetitions, it is not enough to make general statements. However, it is enough to get an idea on how the combination between delay and the number of reported elephants relates to the performance of HybridTE. The figure shows the reduction of the average flow compleption time created by HybridTE relative to ECMP. The delay shown on the y-axis is without time dilation, i.e., a value of 1000 ms was translated to 150 s for our emulation. These experiments confirm the statement of the previous section: HybridTE performs better with an increasing number of reported elephants. As expected, with increasing delay between starting and reporting an elephant to HybridTE, the performance decreases.
We assume that when using packet sampling techniques, the amount of reported elephants will be between 75 % and 100 % while the delay will be between 100 ms and 1000 ms. This is a reduction of the average flow completion time between 13.5 % and 8.9% compared to ECMP which is pretty close to HybridTE 100 when reporting elephants right away.
V. CONCLUSION
We showed that when using information from elephant detection techniques, we can construct a simple routing algorithm that is very efficient in resource usage while keeping the same (or even better) performance as state-of-the-art TE techniques leveraging uncertain information about elephant flows. Moreover, we have shown that our approach is extremely robust against false positives and can withstand even adverse false negatives of 50 % and elephant reporting delays of up to one second. Using this algorithm one can construct SDN networks using low-cost data-center hardware with similar performance characteristics as networks from expensive endof-line equipment.
